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Working Parents Association
P4K is a coalition of preschool owners, early educators, 
and parents, working to increase access to high-quality 

early education.
WPA represents 4,000 parents of young children, 

throughout New Mexico.



CYFD Practices

➔ Expose victims of domestic violence to 
retaliation from their abusers.

➔ Falsely inflate family income by counting 
unpaid child support as income.

➔ Threaten job stability with short contracts.



“CYFD told me I had to file for 
child support to get my contract 
approved.  I had a restraining 
order in place but I did not know 
my rights.  I did what I was told I 
had to to be able to receive help 
even though I was afraid.”

- Kim 



Domestic Violence 

➔ 1 in 3 women in New Mexico are victims of 
Domestic Violence in their lifetime

➔ New Mexico has one of the highest rates of 
women who are murdered by men as a result 
of domestic violence



The Risk is REAL



CYFD Regs designed to protect parents



But not enforced



Counting support that is never received as income either:
○ falsely increases the parents’ child care co-payment 

OR

○ falsely moves them above the 150% FPL qualifying
level for assistance.

CYFD requires parents to apply for child support 
through the CSE division, but it uses court- 
ordered child support to deny parents by counting 
the support as income even if the parent never 
receives a check from the non-custodial parent. 



“Child support is court ordered 
but it has not been enforced. I 
have not received one dime but 
CYFD counted the amount 
towards my income”

- Reina



Short Contracts Impact Centers
➔ Centers subsidize CYFD by providing 

unreimbursed care when CYFD is slow to renew 
or denies contracts.

➔ Short contracts create extra paperwork burden. 

➔ Make it harder to plan staffing and budget. 

➔ Disrupt the classroom environment.



Short Contracts Hurt Working Moms

➔ Cost families in lost wages and travel expenses 
(upwards of $50 per contract)

➔ Threaten parents’ job security.  Parents have 
been disciplined and/or fired for repeatedly 
taking time off to go to CYFD



Short Contracts Hurt Children

➔ More likely to show aggression 

➔ Less likely to be outgoing by pre-school

➔ Less academically-prepared for kindergarten
➔ More likely to have difficulty forming secure 

attachments



Recommendations 
➔  Create third Party oversight of CYFD’s compliance with its regulations
➔  Repeal the child support filing requirement
➔  End the practice of counting unreceived child support towards income
➔  Align with federal recommendations:

 • change the child-care recertification period from six months to
   to 12 months; 
• provide child-care assistance during high school and college
   breaks; and
• set the entrance eligibility for child-care assistance at 225
   percent of the federal poverty level 

➔ Provide every parent who applies for child care assistance with a copy of 
the Parent Bill of Rights




